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Disclaimer
This Presentation has been prepared by Lynas Corporation Limited (ABN 27 009 066 648) (Lynas or
the Company) This Presentation contains summary information about Lynas and its subsidiaries
(Lynas Group) and their activities current as at the date of this Presentation. The information in this
Presentation is of general background and does not purport to be complete or to comprise all the
information that a shareholder or potential investor in Lynas may require in order to determine
whether to deal in Lynas shares. It should be read in conjunction with Lynas Group’s other periodic
and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX),
which are available at www.asx.com.au. This document is not a prospectus or a product disclosure
statement under the Corporations Act (Cth) 2001 (Corporations Act) and has not been lodged with
ASIC.

financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements,
opinions and estimates provided in this Presentation are based on assumptions and contingencies
which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends,
which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. Such forward-looking statements
including projections, guidance on future earnings and estimates are provided as a general guide
only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. There can
be no assurance that actual outcomes will not differ materially from these forward-looking
statements.

Not investment or financial product advice

An investment in Lynas shares is subject to investment and other known and unknown risks, some
of which are beyond the control of Lynas Group, including risk factors associated with the industry in
which Lynas Group operates, such as: nature of mineral exploration and production; mineral and ore
reserves; operations risks; project development risks; market price and demand risk; credit and
market risks; regulatory, political and environmental risks; tax and other risks generally relating to
equity investment.

This Presentation is for information purposes only and is not financial product or investment advice
or a recommendation to acquire Lynas shares and has been prepared without taking into account
the objectives, financial situation or needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision,
prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their
own objectives, financial situation and needs and seek financial, legal and taxation advice
appropriate to their jurisdiction. Lynas is not licensed to provide financial product advice in respect of
Lynas shares. Cooling off rights do not apply to the acquisition of Lynas shares.
Financial data
All dollar values are in Australian dollars (A$) unless stated otherwise and financial data is presented
within the year ending 30 June 2020 unless stated otherwise. Any pro forma historical financial
information included in this Presentation does not purport to be in compliance with Article 11 of
Regulation S-X of the rules and regulations of the US Securities and Exchange Commission.
Future performance
Past performance information given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and
should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance. This Presentation
contains certain “forward-looking statements”. The words “expect”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “will,
“predict”, “plan”, “scenario”, “forecasts”, “anticipates” “estimates” and other similar expressions are
intended to identify forward-looking statements. Indications of, and guidance on, future earnings and
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Investment Risk and other risks

Not an offer
This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any
securities in the United States. Any securities described in this Presentation have not been, and will
not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 (the “Securities Act”).
Disclaimer

Lynas and its affiliates, officers, employees, agents and advisers have not authorised, permitted or
caused the issue, dispatch or provision of this Presentation to any third party. Lynas, its related
bodies corporate and their respective affiliates, officers, employees, agents and advisers to the
maximum extent permitted by law, expressly disclaim all liabilities in respect of any expenses,
losses, damages or costs incurred by you as a result of the information in this Presentation being
inaccurate or due to information being omitted from this Presentation, whether by way of negligence
or otherwise, and make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the fairness,
currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of information. The information in this Presentation
remains subject to change without notice.

Has COVID-19
changed the
Rare Earths world?
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How is COVID-19 affecting wind industry demand?

Renewable energy has proven to be
more resilient than other parts of the
energy sector
Wind industry forecast to achieve
year on year growth in 2020
We continue to see sustained
demand for NdPr from the wind
power industry
Expect longer term trends to be
clearer after end of CY2020
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Source: https://www.irena.org/publications/2020/Jun/Post-COVID-Recovery

How is COVID-19 affecting automotive demand?
Global sales down overall but
performance varies by geography
and vehicle type
Strong growth in European EV
sales - forecasts of year on year
growth
Based on customer feedback, car
electrification is growing faster
than expected

May take a few quarters to clarify
the effects of government
economic policies on Rare Earths
demand

Increasing focus on resilient supply chains across all markets
Electric Vehicles (EV) – Including Electric drive components, Hybrid
motor technology, Electric public transport and Electric aviation
Benefits: Lighter and more efficient high-performance motors
Rare Earth products: NdPr, Dy, Tb
Green Technologies – Including automotive Catalytic Converters to
reduce NOx, CO gases and new generation direct drive Wind Turbines
Benefits: Making vehicle emissions cleaner, and wind turbines lighter,
more reliable, cheaper to maintain and lower energy production costs
Rare Earth products: NdPr, Dy, Tb, Ce

Consumer Electronics – Including smartphones and computer
components
Benefits: Driving the evolution of smaller, lighter, cheaper and more
efficient consumer devices
Rare Earth products: NdPr, Dy, Tb, Ce, La

Robotics, Appliances & Medical Devices – Including robotics, drones,
household appliances, medical diagnostic equipment
Benefits: Improving energy efficiency and medical diagnoses
Rare Earth products: NdPr, Dy, Tb
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Collective action needed to grow outside China RE supply chain
Lynas’ NdPr production capacity
exceeds current outside China
demand

Outside
China supply
of NdPr
oxide

Outside
China
magnet
making
capacity
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Outside
China Rare
Earths
supply chain
resilience

While Lynas can provide a
sustainable supply of NdPr to
outside China markets, the global
market challenge is to develop
additional magnet making
capacity outside China
Strategic and collective action
involving OEMs, Tier 1 suppliers
and governments is required

The case for outside China separation of Heavy Rare Earth (HREs)

The market needs
HREs

For each additional
30m eCars

+2000 tons Dy (100% of
current annual supply)

Who else but Lynas?

We have the expertise

Inhouse IP & proven track record
in RE separation

We have the
feedstock

The high Dy content at our Mt
Weld, Western Australia, mine
(including Duncan) was noted on
page 2 of our 6 August 2018 ASX
release

Our project is ready
to go

Process design finalised and
benchmarked, detailed
engineering work is well
advanced

+21000 tons NdPr (60% of
current annual supply)

All HRE separation

Supply concentrated
in China
Most HRE ore (decreasing)
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Lynas currently supplies approx. 20% of world demand for
separated Rare Earth products

Supporting product & market
development

Constructing our planned Kalgoorlie
Rare Earths Processing Facility in WA

• Successful development of value
added products in FY20

• Kalgoorlie selected as location for
planned Lynas Rare Earths
Processing Facility 9 December 2019

• Strong demand for Dy/Tb supply
from magnet makers and magnet
buyers

• High level design completed,
construction expected to commence in
mid 2021, subject to approvals

• HRE separation is an attractive
strategic project

• New grades of La & Ce piloted and
under qualification by selected
customers
• Focus on serving customer demand
and supporting development of the
market outside China
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• Project awarded Lead Agency status
by the Government of Western
Australia and Major Project status by
the Australian Government

Developing our Heavy Rare Earth
separation capacity

• Lynas and U.S. partner Blue Line
undertaking detailed planning and
design work as part of Phase 1
contract with U.S. DoD

Our Lynas 2025 growth
vision will see us
transform our business
to grow with the market,
drawing on our Tier 1
resource, inhouse
intellectual property and
product development
technology

How is COVID-19 affecting Lynas?

Disinfecting surfaces

Temperature testing

Social distancing
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•

Lynas remains in robust financial shape

•

Both sites continue to implement government
safety and health recommendations and
industry best practices

•

COVID-19 special leave provisions were
established for our people, including those
residing in eastern states of Australia

•

Production operating at 75% of the Lynas NEXT
production rates since June - sufficient to refill
supply chains and to restock depleted
inventories while maintaining COVID-related
health and safety protocols

•

Demonstrated our ability to adjust the cost base
to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19
shutdown and optimise efficiencies at 75%
production (equivalent to original nameplate
capacity)

Our strengthened balance sheet provides certainty & flexibility
✓ Recent $425m equity raising
received significant demand from
investors
✓ Delivers timely funding for Lynas
2025 foundation projects:
•

Kalgoorlie Rare Earth
Processing Facility, and

•

Associated upgrades at the
Lynas Malaysia plant

✓ Mitigates uncertainty created by
COVID-19 in the near and
intermediate term

Certainty
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✓ Equity funding significantly
enhances Lynas’ balance sheet
during a critical transformation
and growth period

✓ Operating cash flow can be used
for other essential capital projects
including Malaysian Permanent
Deposit Facility (PDF)
✓ Flexibility to use other funding
solutions to capture additional
growth opportunities as they arise

Flexibility

Meeting our customers’ needs for sustainably produced Rare Earths

Lynas Rare Earth materials are used in industries where
environmental provenance and sustainability matter
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Visit our Investor Centre at:
www.lynascorp.com
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